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The Journal is the official publication of the British Society for the History of Science. It appears in
March, July and November each year, the three issues making a volume. The 1986 subscription rate
is £30 1UK1, £36 (overseas) and S52 USA and Canada), post free: orders and subscriptions should
be sent to Blackwell Scientific Publications Ltd, PO Box 88, Oxford, England.

Contributions are welcome and should be sent to the Editor. They arc considered on the
understanding that they are unpublished and are not on offer to another journal. Two copies should
be submitted, typed in double-spacing with a margin on A4 or American Qjjarto paper. Include an
abstract of 150--200 words. Quotations when long should be inset; when short, in single quotation
marks. Spelling should follow the Oxford English dictionary, and arrangement H. Hart, Rules for
compositors, Oxford, many edns. Be clear and consistent.

All papers should be rigorously documented, with references to primary and secondary sources typed
separately from the text in double spacing, and numbered consecutively. Cite as follows:
14J. Smith andj . Bloggs, Early chemistry and the Royal Society, 2nd cdn. icd. H.Jones, tr. R. Roe , 5 vols.
in 6, Edinburgh & London. [1896] 1914; reprinted. New York, 1965. i(ii), chapter VI. especially pp.
123-31. Only name the publisher for good reason. For a symposium: 15J. Doe (ed.) Science yesterday. 2
vols., Oxford 1977, i. 16. Subsequent references may be written: 17 Doe, op. cit. (15), ii, 34. Standard
works like D.S.B., D.S.B., may be cited thus; also Plato, Timaeus, 27C--32C, Genesis, I, 6, identifying
translation or edition if necessary. Articles- -use bold for volume numbers, Roman numbers for series:
CR- 7 J- J- Thomson, 'Cathode-rays". Phil. Mag. (1897) V, 44, pp. 293-316; a comma after
unabbreviated titles, e.g. [Liebig's] Annalen. 18431. For theses, cite University Microfilm order
number, or at least Dissertations Abstract number. Line drawings should be drawn boldly in black
ink on stout white paper, feint-ruled graph paper or tracing paper. Photographs should be glossy
prints of good contrast and well matched lor tonal range. The place of an illustration should be
indicated in the margin of the text. Each illustration must carry the name of the author and article, its
number, and a caption. Xerox copies may be sent when the article is first submitted for consideration.

© British Society for the History of Science. The British Society for the History of Science retains
copyright for all articles published: it is the author's responsibility to secure any necessary permission
for publication. Single copies of articles may be made for research or private study without further
ado. Permission to make multiple copies should be obtained from the Society. Authors will receive
twenty-five offprints of articles free. The editor cannot accept responsibility for loss of a typescript, but
will take every care of it; typescripts are not normally returned to authors. In all matters concerning
the publication of the article, the Editor's decision is final.

The journal is delivered to North America by accelerated surface post (a.s.p.) and subscribers there
can expect to receive their copies within two weeks of British publication. Current issues for the Indian
Sub-Continent, Australasia and the Far East are sent by air to regional distribution points from
where they arc forwarded to subscribers by surface mail. Any back numbers are normally despatched
by surface to all regions, except North America, where they are sent by a.s.p., and India, where they
are sent by air freight.
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CAMBRIDGE
A History of Embryology
Edited by T. J. HORDER, J. A. WITKOWSKI and C. C. WYLIE
'This volume shows that the legacy of Needham in Britain and of Oppenheimer in
the United States is being built upon by a new generation, some working
embryologists, some historians of science and some philosophers.' Nature
British Society for Developmental Biology 8

477 pp. 1986 0 521 25953 3 £60.00 net

From Knowledge to Power
The Rise of the Science Empire in France, 1860-1939
HARRY W. PAUL
'With the publication of From Knowledge to Power, the study of french science
in a period which until recently was neglected .... has been notably advanced ....
Harry Paul has always been regarded as an adventurous historian, and now once
again, he has worked barely tilled soil to produce a book of characteristically
absorbing interest.' Nature
„ . , 415 pp. 1986 0 52126504 5 £32.50 net
Reissue in paperback

John Ray
Naturalist: His Life and Works
Second edition
The late CHARLES E. RAVEN, with an introduction by S. M. WALTERS
John Ray is one of the great works in the history of science, as well as a fascinating
account of a highly influential figure in the development of evolutionary theory.
Cambridge Science Classics

c. 500 pp. 1986 0 521 31083 0 Paperback £15.00 net

Einstein as Myth and Muse
A. J. FRIEDMAN and C. DONLEY
In this book a scientist and a literary critic combine their talents in order to assess
the impact of the revolution in physical theory on literature. How did quantum
theory and the general theory of relativity influence creative writers in the first
half of this century and what impact have Einstein's ideas had on contemporary
writers? The central thesis is that modern science does indeed have a deep
influence on other aspects of culture.

224 pp. 1985 052126720 X £25.00 net

Scientific Controversies
Case Studies in the Resolution and Closure of Disputes in Science
and Technology
Edited by H. TRISTRAM ENGELHARDT, Jr and ARTHUR L. CAPLAN
Scientific Controversies is offered as a contribution to the better understanding
of the role of science and of the place of non-scientific interests in what may at
first appear to be purely scientific undertakings.

c. 600 pp. 0 521 25565 1 Hard covers about £25.00 net
Forthcoming (July) ° 521 27560 * Paperback about £12.50 net

For the latest History of Science leaflet please write to Annette Duggan at the
address below.

Cambridge University Press
The Edinburgh Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 2RU, England
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N U R S I N G : the Finest Art
AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY
M. Patricia Donahue PhD, RN Associate Professor,
College of Nursing, The University of Iowa

'In this 508 page book Patricia Donahue
demonstrates how history can help change the face
of nursing in the present. With the assistance of
Patricia Russac, an archivist for Sotheby's Fine Art
(New York City) she has attempted to put nursing into
focus .... She has highlighted areas and captured
facets of nursing from primitive man through to the
twentieth century. ... This glossy book, containing
many colour plates, opens up many vistas for the
inquiring nurse. ... It will provide a powerhouse of
potential research ideas.'
Nursing Mirror
Contents The origin of nursing; Ancient civilizations;
Nursing in a Christian world; Nursing in a changing
world: aristocratic and military influences; Nursing
in transition: the dark period and the dawn of
modern times; The development of nursing in
America; Advancing toward new frontiers; Nurses in
action: wars of the twentieth century; Nursing: the
state of the art.

1985. 524 pages, 405 illustrations (169 in colour)
£43.00 0 8016 1424 4

Published by The C. V. Mosby Company and distributed by

Blackwell Scientific Publications
Osney Mead, Oxford 0X2 OEL, England
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The Darwinian Heritage
Edited by David Kohn

Representing the present rich state of historical work on Darwin and
Darwinism, this volume of essays places the great theorist in the context
of Victorian science. The book includes contributions by some of the
most distinguished senior figures of Darwin scholarship and by leading
younger scholars who have been transforming Darwinian studies. The
result is the most comprehensive survey available of Darwin's impact on
science and society.

Contributors to the book include M. Acanfora, J. Beatty, G. Beer,
P. J. Bowler, J. Browne, R. W. Burkhardt, Jr., I. B. Cohen, P. Corsi,
J. R. Durant, H. E. Gruber, S. Herbert, M. J. S. Hodge, D. L. Hull,
M. J. Kottler, D. Kohn, E. Mayr, J. R. Moore, G. Pancaldi, D. M.
Porter, W. B. Provine, S. P. Rachootin, J. Roger, M. J. S. Rudwick,
F. M. Scudo, S. S. Schweber, J. A. Secord, P. R. Sloan, E. Sober,
F. J. Sulloway, A. La Vergata, P. Weindling, and R. M. Young.

1140 pages. $95.00 (U.S.)

Order from your local bookseller or from

P r i n c e t o n U n i v e r s i t y Press i5AEPsom Road,cuiidford surrey GUI 3JT

Books concerning the
History of Medicine, Natural,

Pure and Applied Science

Catalogues issued - desiderata lists welcome

MICHAEL PHELPS
ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS

19CHELVERTON ROAD • PUTNEY
LONDON SW15 1RN • ENGLAND

Telephone: 01-785 6766 Cables: PHELOBOOKS LONDON SW15
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DENTISTRY
AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY
Malvin E. Ring D D S , M L S , F A C D

Man's varied attempts to escape dental pain are
sometimes shocking, sometimes bizarre,
sometimes funny and always fascinating. Studies
of ancient cultures reveal dental treatment ranging
from drilling to relieve pressure from abscesses to
toothpaste made of cumin, incense and onion.
Dentistry: an Illustrated History brings together
this information in a survey of dental history from
primitive societies to the present. The book is
lavishly illustrated in colour throughout and
contains material from an impressive list of
contributors.

Contents: The primitive world; The ancient Near East;
The classical world; The early Middle Ages; The Islamic
world; The Far East; The late Middle Ages in western
Europe; The Renaissance; The seventeenth century in
Europe; The eighteenth century in Europe; America:
from the earliest times to the mid-nineteenth century;
The late nineteenth century; The twentieth century.
1985. 332 pages, 300 illustrations (80 in colour)
£66.50 0 8016 4146 2

Published by The C.V. Mosby Company and distributed by

Blackwell Scientific Publications,
Osney Mead, Oxford OX2 OEL, England
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